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The Finance Act,1995 empowered the Central Government
to notify the Accounting Standards to be followed for
computing the income under the head PGBP and income
from other resources.
It is applicable from 1st April,2015(A.Y16-17and thereon).
In case of conflict between provisions of IT Act,1961 and
ICDS, the provisions of IT Act shall prevail to the extent.
However ICDS would prevail over IT Rules.
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Particulars

Amount

Profits and Gains of business or
profession

XX

Income from other sources

XX

Amount

TOTAL

XX

Add/(Less):Adjustments as per ICDS

XX

Adjusted Income as per ICDS

XX

Add/(Less):Adjustment as per
provisions of the Act

XX

Total Income

XX
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The Income Tax Return Forms ITR-4, ITR-5, ITR-6 notified for the Assessment
Year 2016-17 contain a specific Schedule which requires disclosure of the
monetary impact of each ICDS. Further details and disclosure as are required
under ICDS shall probably be required to be made in the Tax Audit Report
(which may be modified to suit the requirement of ICDS).



ICDS is mandatorily required to be followed. The requirement is only in respect
of computation and not in respect of disclosure. Thus if the assessee does not
follow the disclosure requirements of ICDS, the AO is not empowered to make
a best judgement assessment.
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Where the Presumptive Tax Scheme involves computation of tax on the basis of
gross receipts, turnover etc., it is possible that the tax authorities may take view
that the ICDS on revenue recognition would apply to compute the gross
receipts or turnover in such cases.



ICDS is applicable to all assessees following mercantile basis of accounting
irrespective of the concept of residence. However, where a non-resident is required
to pay tax on gross basis i.e presumptive basis, the provisions of ICDS should not
apply.



Impact of ICDS on taxable profits under MAT- The normal tax shall be computed in
accordance with profit and loss account as per the financial statements and further
adjusted for items specified in ICDS.Computation of MAT does not take into
account the provisions of ICDS due to which mismatch between MAT and normal
computation is likely to be widened further.
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ICDS 1-Accounting policies


As per AS1, recognition of losses is on prudence concept. However ICDS removed
such concept and events to be governed by substance and not merely legal form.



Change is Accounting policy only if there exists a “Reasonable cause”. No definition
for reasonable cause is provided in ICDS.



No concept of materiality in ICDS, unlike AS1.
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Method of valuation of inventory in AS 2 are Standard costing method or Retail
method. ICDS has disallowed Standard Costing method.



In AS 2 changes in method of Valuation is allowed if it would result in more
appropriate presentation, compliance with accounting standards or with
statute. As per ICDS changes are possible only if such change is reasonable.



Value of opening inventory in new business shall be NIL as per AS 2. Opening
inventory value shall be the cost of inventory as on the day of commencement
of business as per ICDS.
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AS 7

ICDS III

Expected loss should be recognized
immediately irrespective of the fact that
contract has commenced or partially
complete.

There is no specific provision for loss
recognition if an enterprise book loss on
this basis, it can claim on the basis of
proportionate completion method.

Contract cost recovery which is not Nothing mentioned for such doubtful
probable should be booked as expense recovery.
immediately.
The measurement of contract revenue is Nothing mentioned as regards such
affected by various uncertainties which
revision.
depend on the outcome of the future
events. This estimates should be revised
as event occur and uncertainties
resolved.
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As per AS-9, proportionate completion method or completed service contract
method are the two method of recognition. However there is only percentage
completion method in ICDS.



As per AS there is no significant uncertainties regarding collection of revenue.
But as per ICDS property in the good is transfer for a price.



As per AS, if there is any uncertainties regarding ultimate collection then the
revenue should be postponed to the extent of uncertainties. However revenue
recognition can be deferred if there is an uncertainties in its ultimate collection.



Dividend are not recognized until a right to receive payment has been
established. But As per ICDS ,IT act 1961, contain specific provision relating
to dividend recognition.
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AS-10 deals with all fixed assets including intangible. However ICDS deal
with only tangible assets.



As per AS, in case where assets is acquired through exchange, then the
cost of acquisition of assets is the fair value of asset acquired or fair value
of asset given whichever is clearly evident. However, the value of tangible
fixed assets so acquired in exchange shall be recorded at its actual cost.



As per AS, expenditure incurred on improvement and repair can be
capitalized only when it can enhanced the capacity of assets.ICDS is silent
in such expenditure through prudence it should be charged to revenue
account.
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No exception for exchange difference from foreign borrowing which is an
adjustment to interest cost in case of ICDS. Exception to the extent considered
as an adjustment to interest cost as per AS 11.
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ICDS says no to capitalization of government grants and the same should be
treated as revenue or reduced from cost of Fixed Assets. However there are
two approaches in case of AS 12 i.e Capitalization approach and Income
approach. As per ICDS recognition of grants shall be postponed beyond date
of actual receipt.
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ICDS

AS 13

Deals with securities held as Stock in Securities held as stock in trade are out of
Trade.
scope. However provisions of AS -13
relating to current investments are
applicable to securities held as stock in
trade with suitable modifications.
ICDS values security category wise and AS values current investments and long
not for individual security.(Category like term investments differently.
shares, debt securities and convertible
securities.)
Securities not listed to be valued at actual No such provision for listed or unlisted.
cost initially.
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ICDS

AS-13

In case of exchange if securities for
another securities or assets FV of
securities acquired shall be the actual
cost.

In case of exchange of securities for
securities fare value of the one issued
will be the actual cost and in case of
assets for securities fair value of the one
which is more clearly evident is the
actual cost.

There actual cost initially recognized FIFO method is not applicable
cannot be ascertained use FIFO method
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All tangible and intangible assets(except inventory),regardless of time, are
considered for capitalization as per ICDS.However AS16 says that qualifying
assets is one which take substantial period of time to get ready.



ICDS-Income earned on temporary investment of borrowed funds need not be
deducted from borrowing cost. Under AS 16 income earned on such investment
should be deducted from borrowing cost.



Date to be considered in ICDS: In case of specific borrowing = date of borrowing
In case of general purpose borrowing = date of utilization.
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ICDS- Contingent assets are recognized when it becomes reasonably certain
about inflow of economic benefits.



AS 29- Contingent assets are recognized when it becomes virtually certain
about inflow of economic benefits.
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In case of any clarification on the stated subject
matter, you may please contact the
undersigned:CA Ayush Goel, ACA
9903 874 874
ayush@basco.in

